Since the three heavy particles in (1) all have I spin m r o , the ordinary a 0 meson cannot be produced in place of the w in thie reaction, at b a a t to the extent that iaotopic apin is correervad. The upper limit of 1 The deuterium container was a cylinder 3 in. i n diameter with a length 2 of 0.94 r~O.05 g cm of D2 i n the beam direction. The target windows and vacuum chamber windows were each 0.010-in. l a . An aluminum heat shield 0.0015 in. thick surrounded the target cylinder. The target wara aquiped with a r e s e r v o i r and heater so that it could be emptied or filled in a few minutes.
C. Magnetic Analysis
The epectrometer was s e t to accept particledl of a particular effective momentum p /~. The required magnet currents were determined beforehand b y the wire-orbit method. Quadrupole Q1 brought particlea leaving the D2
target to a focus a t f l . Becauee of the dispersion in the bending magnet M 1 , only p a r t i c l r whose effective momentum was within 2 -1/2 9b d the central value passed through the 4 X 4 -in. collimator a t f l , These particles were deflected again and focused at f 2 , and refocused a t S3 . The images at f2
and S3 had unit magnification and no dispersion. The beam size was therefore appro* 1 )r 1 -1/2 in. a t iZ and S3 . Helium bag. were used throughout the system t o reduce, multiple scattering in order to maintain sharp images a t f 2 and S3 , and t o reduce the energy loss between the D L target and S3 .
Two c h a r a c t e r i o t i c~~ of a ispectromster are of p r i m e importance. These a r e the fractional momentum bite ~p / p tranerrnitted through the syetem, and the solid angle AS3 into which from the target must fall in order t o a r r i v e at S3 . Both these quantities can be calculated crudely f r o m the geometry. In a production experiment such as we performed the product 
S4
.
Alpha particlea w e r e .elected by the coincidence S1SZS3g1 .
HQW~VQT ,
this rystem a l r o counted a small fraction of the vast number af deuterons passing through the telescope, premurnably those that underwent atripping or other nuclear reactions in S3 or A2 and did not give a pulse i n S4 . These were eliminated by a second coincidence which required, in addition $ coincidence s~s~s~~~ , that the pulses in S1 , S2 , and Sg be above a given height. This was aceompliehed by feeding pulse6 from the three counters into pulrc-height discriminators l2 and placing the outputs i n a .low coincidence 
ALPHA PARTICLES F R O M DEUTERIUM
The observed counting ratee at various momenta are given in Table 11 .
The obsdrvation of more alpha particles with the target empty than with the target full ie to be expected, if no alpha particles are produced in the D2 , becaure of the alpha partf clea produced in the foils ahead of the target.
The following factors contribute:
(a) Production of alpha particles in complex nuclei is a sensitive function of the momentum of the produced alpha .particles, production being greater f o r lower momentum. The extra etoppi ng power in the syartem when the target is full causee, a rignificant increaae in the momentum and decrease in the momentum spread with which alpha particlee must be produced if they are t o enter the magnet rrystarn and be counted. In m o r e quantitative t e r m s we say the counting r a t e is reduced when the target is full because the quantity (d2u/dp dn) X (dp/d@ is a d e c r s a~i n g function of the momentum p d the , pr oductd alpha particle.
(b) Nuclear interactions in the deuterium a l s o remove alpha partic lea formed in the foi La ahead of the target.
With thane considerations, and a knowledge of the materials in the beam and their alpha-particle production c r o s s rrectiona, w e can correct the targetfull data to find the yield of alpha particles from the deuterium, R ( D Z , p~ )
given im t h e laat column of The two curves are for production angles of the of 0 deg and
